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Honan and McAndrews

Strategic Growth: Using Research and 
Donor Input to Inform Program Expansion
A case study by Lisa Honan and Megan McAndrews

General research on the philanthropy sector paired with quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of an organization’s donors can provide the necessary 
evidence to expand donor relations and stewardship programs. This is true 
whether the information is considered common knowledge or is more esoteric. 

This research supports the case for expanding programmatic scope, operational 
budgets, volume and division of staff, and individual programmatic components. 
The following article uses the efforts at Syracuse University as a case study of this 
potential.

Set the Stage

Nonprofit organizations often assert their vision and mission through a 
statement that outlines the core purpose of the organization. Divisions 
within the organization — such as the division of Advancement and 
External Affairs at Syracuse University — can have their own mission 
statement as well, one that articulates the division’s role in the larger 
organization. The mission statement for advancement at Syracuse 
University is as follows:

The division of Advancement and External Affairs 
engages, cultivates and stewards alumni and friends to 
build life-long relationships and to bring resources to 
the university for institutional priorities.

As a part of the advancement division of any nonprofit organization, 
donor relations staff perform a critical role in delivering cultivation 
and stewardship to build life-long relationships, so it’s not surprising 
that these teams have grown steadily in size and strategic importance 
over the last decade. Acquiring new donors is significantly more 
expensive than retaining current donors, so as institutions continually 
seek to increase philanthropic dollars raised, donor retention becomes 
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An interview with Katie Lempert Sklar

Managing Donor Relations and Stewardship 
in Small-shop Settings
An interview with Katie Lempert Sklar

The success of stewardship and donor relations activities in a one-person 
development office, usually associated with small nonprofit organizations, 
largely depends on the readiness and willingness of the leadership to support 
the organization’s mission through fundraising. The spectrum of small-
shop donor relations and stewardship organization, therefore, is broad and 
unpredictable, and may be reserved exclusively for top-level donors. The 
director of development as the only staff member dedicated to philanthropy 
management must leverage resources across the organization to provide donor 
relations and stewardship. Developing partnerships with the organization’s 
marketing and communications effort provides the most significant opportunity 
for integrating donor relations and stewardship support. In the final analysis, 
thanking every donor personally for every gift at least once a year becomes 
the bedrock of the small-shop donor relations and stewardship program. 
Knowing who is dictating the fundraising program, evaluating the capacity of 
the executive to be the face of philanthropy and analyzing the condition of the 
donor base and database become critical factors in determining how successful 
a fundraising program in a small shop will become.

Katie Sklar’s long career has offered her a depth of experience in all facets of 
philanthropy, including solicitation, donor relations and stewardship, even 
incorporating those roles into all other aspects of advancement, including 
communications and marketing. Often, the absence or presence of a commitment 
to donor relations and stewardship depended on the culture of the organization. 
Additionally, the nature of leveraging benefits to encourage philanthropy (or 
“give to get” fundraising) often transformed donor relations into customer service. 
Editor Julia Emlen interviewed Sklar about her work in these small-shop settings. 

Tell us about your experiences in a one-person fundraising 
operation.

Three times in my career, I have chosen to be a one-person 
development shop, the mission of each organization outweighing 
the reality of the uphill climb. My first experience was as director of 
development for Jazz Aspen, in Aspen, Colorado; then as director 
of development and communications for The Silk Road Project; and 
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Keykhah

Diversity, Inclusion and Representation: 
How Donor Relations Can Evolve to 
Meet Its New Donors
By Mitra Keykhah

Statistics compiled by the United States Census Bureau indicate that minority 
populations will be in the majority in the U.S. by 2042. Nonprofit organizations 
are beginning to prepare for this change and its implications for philanthropy. 
Donor relations can have an important role in working with an organization to 
identify factors that better incorporate the minority perspective on philanthropy, 
thereby extending to the alumni experience those institutional changes that 
are being incorporated to equalize the minority academic experience. Surveys 
indicate a difference in perspective on minority tolerance and experience 
among fundraisers, but an overall sense that many organizations are instituting 
more inclusive practices. Promoting minority donor relations practitioners and 
incorporating minority-sensitive practices and offerings can advance diversity, 
inclusion and representation.

In 2015, a musical debuted on Broadway about Alexander Hamilton 
and his role in America’s revolution and subsequent events. It was 
an old story from the colonial era, with figures and events out of 
our nation’s history books: the Founding Fathers, the Declaration of 
Independence and the first meetings of George Washington’s cabinet. 
A story older than our country itself, it’s one that perhaps wouldn’t 
have the makings of a smash hit Broadway show, but lyricist and 
composer Lin-Manuel Miranda had done something to this traditional 
story that struck a chord with New York and national audiences, 
particularly those who grew up like him, in Washington Heights. He 
changed the narrative, the language and the actors. All of the parts 
of the revolutionaries were portrayed by actors of color. The songs 
were not traditional Broadway ballads, but instead were rap, hip-
hop, R&B. The words flowed at a pace not usually associated with 
musical theater, filling out the story we know with aspects not usually 
included. There were references to black battalions and abolition, the 
stories of strong women flowed alongside the battles, the Continental 
Congress, and the infamous duel. Audiences and collaborators that had 
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Manktelow

Structured Training and Development  
as a Means to Realize an Envisioned Future
By Ashleigh Manktelow

Volunteers are often donors and donors are frequently recruited for volunteer 
opportunities. Aspects of volunteer management could legitimately fall within the 
purview of donor relations. The management of volunteers, therefore, has strong 
links to donor relations. An extensive study at McGill University (developed and 
conducted in partial fulfillment of the author’s master’s degree in educational 
psychology1) investigated fundraisers’ readiness to manage volunteers and 
compiled information about what materials and training might advance volunteer 
engagement. Peer review, research of best practices and staff surveys resulted in 
development of training and a volunteer-management toolkit. Survey instrument, 
training materials, matrices, schedule and evaluation instrument are included. 

Glossary

• Envisioned future: bold stretch goals and vivid descriptions of what it will 
mean to achieve them (Collins and Porras, 1996)

• Volunteer management: the systematic and logical process of working 
with and through volunteers to achieve an organization’s objectives in an 
ever-changing environment (Safrit and Schmiesing, 2012, p. 6)

Background

Volunteer Relations at McGill University
McGill University has a long and rich history of working with 
volunteers. E. P. Taylor, a volunteer for the alumni association, created 
the annual fund at McGill University (then called the Alma Mater 
Fund). He called on his fellow graduates to make of themselves a 
“living endowment” and to give generously to their alma mater.  
This is a great example of the power of the volunteer to help shape  
and fulfill the mission of an organization, and one that has become  
lore at McGill University.2
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Emlen

Promoting Innovation in and through  
Donor Relations and Stewardship
By Julia S. Emlen

Innovation can be a valuable business method for advancing philanthropy, and 
donor relations and stewardship as well. The evolving practice of donor relations 
and stewardship may itself be an avenue for integrating innovation into the fabric 
of nonprofit management. Discipline and process are at the heart of successful 
innovation, beginning with assessing whether the organization is committed to 
innovation. Dividing donor relations from stewardship may be a key first step in 
promoting innovation, as gift-based activities (stewardship) are incorporated into 
development operations processes, while donor-based activities (donor relations) 
lead the way to new techniques for realizing the organization’s mission through 
philanthropy. Unintended benefits, such as job satisfaction and professional 
development, may complement better planning and strategic positioning as a 
result of the effort to be more innovative. A reading list is included.

Organizations today are abuzz with notions about business 
management like entrepreneurship, innovation, even disruption. In any 
corporate operation, these concepts may represent technique, outcome 
or process. Whether they are motivated by a sense of promise, 
aspiration or frustration, however, managers and staff are clearly 
motivated to make things different by doing something different.

Within nonprofit enterprises, those who practice donor relations and 
stewardship may be both exceptionally vulnerable to the necessity 
for innovation and in a position to lead the effort to innovate 
philanthropy management. On the one hand, because they are charged 
with sustaining the giving relationships that are the lifeblood of the 
nonprofit industry, they recognize the importance of adjusting to new 
demands for philanthropy, the shifting world of philanthropists and 
all the variables at play between these polarities. On the other hand, 
because much of their work is based on so-called best practices, these 
practitioners may be in a privileged position to identify and revise or 
abandon ineffective activities. In all circumstances, innovation can 
be an attractive foundation for the donor relations and stewardship 
business model.
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Manner-McLarty

Formal Mentoring as Means of Professional 
Development for Donor Relations  
and Stewardship Practitioners
By Anne Manner-McLarty

Acquiring information, skill and competencies specific to donor relations and 
stewardship can help practitioners better structure their work and advance 
their careers. Professional development exercises are valued in many fields of 
practice and are imperative for those careers in which the transfer of specific 
knowledge and skills occurs largely through on-the-job training. Insight into the 
methods through which the knowledge and skills critical to the work of donor 
relations and stewardship are currently acquired was compiled by surveying 
those working in the field. Based on limited research conducted within the 
membership of the Association of Donor Relations Professional (ADRP) the 
author analyzes responses to demonstrate the variety of responsibilities 
assigned to the donor relations professional and the priorities placed on various 
skills and core competencies; summarizes the current methods by which donor 
relations and stewardship is learned; and suggests formal mentoring as a means 
of transferring knowledge, skills and core competencies. Clarifying the standards 
of practice in donor relations and stewardship can emerge as an important 
outcome of this work.

Glossary:

• Professional development: Activities designed to provide staff 
improvement, typically including training, continuing education, 
participation in professional organizations and research. Achievement 
is demonstrated through improved job performance, increased job 
responsibility and career advancement.

• Knowledge: The collection of facts, information and skills acquired by a 
person through experience or education

• Skill: The ability to accomplish a specific task well

• Core competencies: Knowledge, skills, abilities and other behavioral 
characteristics that enhance the technical capabilities of the professional. 
Often referred to as “soft skills,” these competencies provide a professional 
advantage for the individual who can apply them appropriately.
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An interview with UGA Central Donor Relations staff

Team Stewardship: An Organization-wide 
Professional Development Community
An interview with University of Georgia Central Donor Relations staff members

Members of the central Office of Donor Relations and Stewardship at the 
University of Georgia (UGA) have created Team Stewardship, a university-wide 
professional development program, which engages practitioners in the nearly 30 
units of this decentralized university. Organizing the program required identifying 
donor relations and stewardship staff members who now gather periodically for 
training, information sharing, planning and networking. Goals and objectives have 
been established, statistics are collected and published, and a newsletter has been 
developed to transmit the results of each meeting. The result of the meetings 
after one year is an improvement in knowledge, skills and job satisfaction among 
the donor relations and stewardship staff across the campus. Team Stewardship 
received the 2017 Gold Award for Professional and Staff Development by the 
Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE).

Journal editor Anne Manner-McLarty interviewed the managers of the UGA 
central donor relations staff on the ideas that led to Team Stewardship, the 
structure of the program, and the successes they have realized. The team shared 
insights and advice for others who might want to create a similar professional 
development opportunity within their organizations or communities.

Teresa, will you set the stage? Please describe UGA as an institution, 
the decentralized nature of the donor relations and stewardship 
staff, and the size, role and structure of the central team.

UGA has a decentralized and centralized development structure that 
includes 17 schools and colleges with various departments and units. 
Many of the stewardship professionals are isolated within their units 
with little or no opportunity for training and development specific 
to our field. As a result, we decided to develop Team Stewardship, 
a community for staff who perform stewardship as part of their job 
responsibilities. Team Stewardship meets quarterly to discuss best 
practices, share ideas and learn from each other. This was the best 
solution to the challenges we face as a central donor relations office 
with limited staff trying to offer targeted support to our colleagues and 
elevate stewardship campus-wide. 
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